
 

Method of Doubt    

  

The wind lifts a plume of dust  

you witness in that gray, passionate swirl— 

Okay, I should have stayed skeptical 

but what can you trust  

save your responses 

Not your health, not impending news         

Not engines, they break down 

 

The subtext would be feelings  

 

But that presumes, doesn’t it 

you knew what love is 

& were deceived— 

 

(therefore undone  

by what you wanted to believe) 

 

depend, then, on failure, on doubt 

The most sincere look you got 

dredge it up  

 

& if you don’t know  

your responses,  

the spiritual cost, financial gain, loss 

“a roof over your head” 

a bed to lay on, food 

 

Yes, a little lost, since you ask  

having no one to bounce thoughts off 

cross exploit harass 

find myself talk loud, louder 

 

Who you think I am part of the difficulty  

I mean what’s so special 

in how you appear  

 

The lengths you’d go to save face 

that’s to figure 

 

you can’t correct for direction  

if nothing guides you— 

a list of jobs to do  

what your body feels  

need for exercise 



 

what the mirror reveals  

 

Okay, it’s a struggle,      

clean clothes, the bed made 

but there’s food on the shelves 

you’ve a job, spare cash,  

a bed to collapse in 

Is love actually to agonize about? 

 

Imagine a deeper problem 

a nullifying shame, say 

now we’re talking dangerous! 

 

keeping your socks stretched 

keeping your talk straight  

your hair washed  

legs in shape 

 

love is hardboiled eggs   

no salt or mayonnaise      

a little rain to wash them down 

love is a stubby green pencil scribbling trees,  

road, household, all your feelings  

the textures of these rocks   

wind tussling the leaves 

I am certain I’ve made a mistake 

love is spaghetti, thin starchy squiggles 

covered in sauce, forked up in blobs 

love is a napkin 

love is cheese 

 

Method of Soliloquy 

 

So anyway, my dear aunt Alibi  

         nephew George 

         niece Cicely 

         turkey sandwich  

         flock of geese  

 

I’ve never denied it was empty in here  

I didn’t just call to complain 

Mark that I’m deeply moved     

 

but it gets a bit lame (as in lacking in quality) 

all this walking, talking to yourself 

can’t watch TV, it’s too dumb 



 

can only read so much 

before your bottom goes numb                    

 

Where was I  

alone okay I accept alone 

nothing remarkable 

in what I feel or do 

nothing you’d dress up & drive to  

see folks maybe once a week  

(at the post office  

or grocery)  

 

        Hello, how are you? 

        Grateful, don’t you know 

        to be capable of solitude    

 

Recall 

Oh never mind 

I like living on this dirt road okay    

I like how muddy it gets 

just a lot of feeling is all 

feel the water freeze, birds fly off 

feel my age, the porch step 

give way (it needs renailing)  

feel the kitchen clutter 

dirty dishes & such 

the refrigerator groan 

(all the beer & food I stuff there) 

feel sky, feel cloud 

“the free play of imagination 

& understanding” 

 

the obvious trade offs  

what I paid, gone 

yet it would have faded no matter 

you take a risk  

sometimes you fail 

 

my almost superstitious regard  

for the beeps & alarms, 

all the processes you’re part of 

& know so little about, cars,  

computers, bank accounts 

 

A hundred brief years after Volta 

& you’re tripping over wires 



 

talking to the television  

running for the phone              

loves me, loves me not  

flip a switch     

lights out 

 

But no, it has to do with depth 

feel that kid, still, astonished by stars 

why is that? by his first kiss,  

first ejaculation 

an alien force  

had taken over the ship! 

  

The small meandering walks 

I engage, as a last recourse 

the graveled sweep  

of the land, the amber mountains,  

sandy wash, the sense of possibility 

& the sandy fact of that 

would seem epiphany enough,  

moving me to walk because it is so beautiful   

 

your feelings of self-worth 

to a large extent dependent on   

how it feels to be with others 

 

the elevation sex provides 

need for intimacy 

where that elation takes you  

 

I suppose that’s the next place to go 

have mercy! this  

embarrasses me also  

 

you think I’m joking 

I hardly get the bed made 

but what I’m thinking girlfriend 

 


